AUTOMOTIVE WORKSHOPS

Space Optimisation, Solution Orientated Accessories, Efficient Picking
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Storage solutions for Automotive Workshops
Automotive Workshops need to hold a wide range of spare parts which are easily accessible and safely stored so
they can be easily retrieved when work starts on a vehicle.

Our wide choice of solutions can help you exploit the available space to the fullest, providing optimum storage for
your operation.
Storage for all your awkward and odd shaped parts
Dense storage solutions for a wide variety of articles
Multi-tier storage available to maximise the height of your building

Shelving - For all your small parts
HI280 shelving system is ideal for the storage of small items used in an Automotive Workshop. It is easily adapted for
awkward parts such as panels or bumpers which require unique storage solutions. The robust HI280 shelving range has
tailored storage solution with high space utilization, full accessibility and a good working environment.
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Picture 1
By mounting HI280 shelving on mobile
bases your workshop can make the
best use of space with a compact
storage system.
Picture 2
HI280 Multi-tier shelving system with
access stairs can maximise your
storage potential by exploiting the
height of your building.
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More information see:
http://www.dexionstore.co.uk
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Picture 3
galvanised, however, special painted
corporate branding, upon request.
Picture 4
Specially designed accessories can
help to store unique items such as
windscreens.

Alternative solution for spare parts & tools storage

Every workshop needs a good solution for storing their spare parts. A
storage machine offers an alternative solution for this and can increase
Automotive tools can be specialised and costly, so ensuring these are safely
stored and easily located is essential. Our storage machines offer fast and secure
access reducing lost time spent searching for the correct tool and providing a
damage free storage environment.

Dense storage for spare parts
Store your tools in a central and easily accessible location
Easy retrieval and return process for costly workshop tools
Improve security with the potential to offer restricted access

Tornado storage machines have been
succssfully installed in a Mercedes
Service Centre to store their
Automotive van components.
This has seen improvements on their
stock accuracy and speed of picking,
on a reduced footprint.
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Audi’s largest sales and service unit
in Sweden has their tools stored in a
Tornado machine.
The system keeps the tools in good
order and the space saved has
allowed the creation of an additional
servicing point.

The HI280 tyre racking system is ideal for manual
handling operations and can also be mounted on mobile
Offering seasonal tyre storage can expand your
workshop's service range and could create additional
revenue for your business.

Easy manual handling
Maintains the quality of the tyre
A dense storage solution for tyres
Available on mobile bases to optimise space
Galvanised for durability

More information see:
http://www.dexionstore.co.uk
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Bay divider
For vertical storage of long goods, like
exhausts/rods.

S-hook
Used for storage of exhaust pipes.

Tube rail
For hanging storage of e.g. car mats.

Plastic bins
Suitable for storage of small items

Sloping shelf with front stop
Can be equipped with plastic bins to
facilitate LEAN picking

Display panels
Used to provide a good overview of the
visible parts.

Loop divider
Storage of windscreens or bulky parts
such as hoods, doors, etc.

Shelf divider
Used to separate stored items and
create smaller shelf locations.

Exhaust pipe support
Used for storage of exhaust pipes.
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visit us online at

